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NOTTINGHAM LAW JOURNAL
NOTTINGHAM MATTERS
This section documents major developments and
research projects within Nottingham Law School
together with responses to public consultation exercises
and other public contributions made by its staff.
RESEARCH WORK IN PROGRESS - THE INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL TRIAL PROJECT
MARK FINDLA Y *
The debate surrounding the establishment of the International Criminal Court[
provides a critical example of the conflation of political imperative and criminal justice.
In addition, it keenly identifies the manner in which the criminal trial (and its
procedures) are viewed by the "international community" as crucial to the resolution
of global conflict.
The political push for an international criminal law, and its institutions,2 recently has
relied on the connection between the image of a "just" international military
intervention, 3 and the necessity to punish "crimes" which either justified that
intervention or were perpetrated by those opposed to it. At the conclusion of the
military context, the resolution of these "crimes" is transferred into the court-room and
the trial.4 Further, the trial is perhaps a slightly less contentious domain where the
two principal procedural styles confront one another.5 The same could not be said, for
instance, of the pre-trial phase.6
The desire to understand developments towards international criminal law, pro-
cedure and their institutions of sanction will generate the need to disentangle the
* Professor of Law, Nottingham Law School; Associate Professor of Law, University of Sydney.
For an overview of the issues at the heart of the recent debate, and the American critique in particular, see Jomel Angat,
"A Pragmatic and Philosophical Justification for the International Criminal Court: A response to US objections", Centre
for Global Security Studies (June 1995) http://www.cgss.8m.com/ICC.htm; CNN Transcripts, "Millennium 2000: Would
an International Criminal Court help or hinder the pursuit of global justice?", Burden of Proof (2 January 2000,
http:llcnn.com.TRANSCRIPTS/l000 l/02hp.00.html).
2 In the US view, for instance, the connection between political priorities and the rule of law is clear at an international
level. See, David Schaffer, "Address Before the Southern Californian Working Group on the International Criminal
Court" (1988) http://www.pbs.orglwgbhlpageslfrontline/showslkaradzic/genocide/iccus.html
This concept of a "just" war not only regularly appeared in the rhetoric of NATO over Kosovo, but has since been
implicit in delineating the "crimes" of the Serbians from the necessities of NATO forces - see also Gary Ulmen, "Just
Wars or st Enemies" in Telos (1996) 109:99-112.
4 See D. Robinson, "Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs: Major developments in 1997 at the International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia" in Canadian Yearbook of International Criminal Law (1997) XXXV:179-213.
See V. Tochilovsky, "Trial in International Criminal Jurisdictions: Battle or scrutiny" in European Journal of Crime,
Criminal Law and Criminal Justice (1998) 6/1:55-59.
6 This is not to downplay the significant differences between civil law and common law evidentiary rules and trial practice,
the comparative analysis of which will form the basis of much of the research project. See, for instance, D. Nsereko,
"Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia" in Criminal Law Forum
(1994)5/2-3:507-555.
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principal competing procedural styles, 7 to test the nature and location of the important
points of difference during the trial, and to speculate on the potentials for synthesis. In
order to achieve this the trial process itself must be reduced to its significant sites for
decision-making, and the manner in which discretion can be exercised explored in
comparative procedural terms. Discretion could be the key to institutional and
procedural harmonisation anticipated as part of internationalisation. It might also
reveal where differences in the competing ideologies and procedures of criminal justice
may only be reconciled for political unity rather than jurisprudential consistency.
Colleagues associated with the Centre for Legal Research (Nottingham Law School)
have embarked on a major research project which will comparatively analyse the trial
process in civil and common law legal styles, and generate wider reflections on
international criminal procedure. The International Criminal Trial Project (ICTP) will
revolve around two complementary spheres:
" critically examination of the internationalisation of criminal trial procedures
and institutions; and
" analysis of those competing procedural styles at work within national and
international criminal trials.
It has as its aims:
" to critically examine contemporary debate over the synthesis of common law
and civil law criminal procedure;
" through qualitative and quantitative method, to understand the features of
process which distinguish the common law and civil law models of criminal
justice;
" in particular, to examine the official discourse of the principal players in the
trial process, within examples from both legal styles8 , and the international
criminal tribunals;
" to develop a matrix for evaluating preferred criminal justice models. (The
matrix will emerge from detailed analysis of the role, function and discourse of
principal players in the trial process);
* to utilise the matrix in the analysis of synthesising selected components of each
model;
" to critique criminal justice policy options in light of the issues identified in the
analysis of synthesis. This critique will have the potential for application both
at the local jurisdictional, and international levels;
" to propose a revised model for the reform of criminal justices process (and its
component parts), and associated policy formulation, on local, comparative
and international levels.
These, in their simple contemporary political sense are the procedural traditions of the common law and the civil law
jurisdictions which have prevailed in the conflicts which sponsored the war crimes tribunals of Nurmberg, Japan, and more
recently Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia. See I. Sunga, The Emerging System of International Criminal Law:
Developments in codification and implementation (Kluwer, 1997).
In this respect it may be useful also to examine trial from hybrid jurisdictions such as the US, and Scotland where certain
features of the root tradition have been extensively modified. Further, if we are to examine trials across the civil law
jurisdictions of Europe the uniqueness of each jurisdiction should be recognised along with the common tradition.
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The project in its comparative phase will investigate particular trials from civil and
common law traditions, and before international tribunals. Crucial sites for decision-
making will be identified in order to explore issues such as difference and synthesis. The
policy ramifications for international criminal trial procedure will face critical analysis
in light of trial practice.
Besides the methodological difficulties inherent in different trial record keeping
practices, and problems with access, the selection of the trial as a centre for
comparative research may be criticised on another more fundamental level. It could
be said that in neither procedural style is the trial exemplary of the procedures of
criminal justice. In common law the vast majority of prosecutions are settled through
guilty pleas and never go to trial. In the civil law traditions most prosecutions are
diverted or settled through plea during the detailed investigation process preceding the
trial. Aligned to this issue of procedural representativeness is a comparative dilemma.
Trials differ in form and significance between the two styles. For instance, the
adversarial process in common law -trial means that the visual theatre of the trial
through the examination of witnesses in person may appear in stark contrast to the
dossier led trial in civil law, where most of the action has occurred beyond the court
room.
Recognising these challenges to the comparative project the team remains convinced
of the value of the trial as the procedural focus for the research. Across both styles
serious crime is tried. Serious crime is also far more likely to be defended and therefore
tried. Serious crimes and their trial have produced many of the procedural safeguards
around which criminal justice traditions have grown. In practice there may prove to be
less that divides the adversarial from the inquisitorial trial. For instance, the more
complex the case the more that the significance of documentary evidence will prevail.
And there is little doubt that the ideology of criminal justice in both traditions takes
the trial as its manifestation. This is confirmed by the paramount place of the trial in
the institutionalisation of international criminal justice.
To date the project team has settled a detailed project design, and is formulating
discreet research initiatives for the comparative and international phases. The assistance
of commentators from throughout the common law and civil law worlds is being
sought.
In summary the project is developing:
" a critical examination of the contemporary debate over the synthesis of
common law and civil law criminal procedure, with special reference to the trial
process;
9
" through qualitative and quantitative method, to understand the significant
points of procedural difference which distinguish the common law and civil law
models of trial justice;
* to employ analytical methodologies that will distill comparable data from the
official discourse within the accounts of various trials and judgements;
" by developing and applying a policy matrix for evaluating preferred criminal
justice models, to review the potential synthesis of selected and problematic
trial components from each model;
In talking of the trial process it is not intended to preclude limited consideration of pre-trial initiatives particularly directed
to influence trial procedure or outcomes.
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" eventually, to critique criminal justice policy options for reforming trial process
(at the local jurisdictional and international levels) in light of the issues
identified in the analysis of procedural synthesis, and to propose procedural
reform, and associated policy formulation;
" to critically evaluate practices and proposals within internationalised criminal
trial procedure; and
" from this, to critically review the social, legal and political context of
developments and proposals towards the internationalisation of criminal trial
procedure and its institutions.
A significant policy outcome of the research will be the identification of more
effective trial procedures through the critical adaptation of civil law trial experience
within a common law context. Further, the work will provide an opportunity to
comment on the manner in which any synthesis between common law and civil law
trial procedures might assist in the development of an international criminal jurisdic-
tion, and support globalised notions of criminal justice.' °
, The globalisation of justice and the paradox which this presents is discussed in Mark Findlay, The Globalisation of Crime
(Cambridge University Press, 1999).
